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A theoretical model of the quasistatic electric field, formed at the rear surface of a thin solid target

irradiated by a ultraintense subpicosecond laser pulse, due to the appearance of a cloud of ultrarelativistic

bound electrons, is developed. It allows one to correctly describe the spatial profile of the accelerating

field and to predict the maximum energies and the energy spectra of the accelerated ions. The agreement

of the theoretical expectations with the experimental data looks satisfactory in a wide range of conditions.

Previsions of regimes achievable in the future are given.
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Laser-induced ion acceleration seems to be one of the
most promising applications of the interaction of ultra-
intense ultrashort laser pulses with solid matter [1].
Several processes can be responsible for laser ion accel-
eration, depending on the laser intensity [2]. Most of the
present experiments rely on the so-called target normal
sheath acceleration (TNSA) mechanism [3]. The optimi-
zation of the interaction conditions requires the formula-
tion of a first-principle physical model of the acceleration,
to properly choose the laser-target parameters and optimize
and control the ion properties. To this aim, we have devel-
oped a consistent theoretical description of the spatial
distribution of the electron cloud at the rear surface of a
planar target irradiated by a powerful laser on the front
side. We look for a quasistationary solution of the Poisson
equation, where the source charge is represented by the
laser produced, hot electron population. The model is
assumed to be valid on times shorter than the typical
time scales (a few times 2�!�1

pi ) over which the ions

present in the solid target respond collectively to the space
charge. The interest for this transient equilibrium solution
is that the most energetic ions are accelerated, basically as
test particles, by this fully developed relativistic electron
cloud, before it is partially short-circuited by the positive
ion current and before the electron temperature starts de-
creasing due to electron-ion collisions and radiative losses.
In this respect, our analysis is complementary to the model
developed by Mora [4,5], which is used to describe the
fluid non-neutral ‘‘target expansion’’ of a one-component
plasma over tens of !�1

pi , a relatively long time over which

the bulk of light ions follow the expansion of the electron
cloud, either behaving isothermally [4] or adiabatically
cooling down [5]. On the contrary, immediately after the
laser interaction (t � !�1

pi ), a huge charge separation is

produced, which imparts the maximum impulse to the
lightest ions (e.g., a thin surface layer of contaminant
protons), the first and most efficiently accelerated in a
system where the heaviest target ions remain almost im-

mobile over this time scale [6–8]. Several other theoretical
studies of the TNSAmechanism have been recently carried
out [9–14]. All of these models foresee that the accelerat-
ing electric field extends up to � ! 1, although results of
particle-in-cell simulations and the experimental evidence
[15] indicate that it goes to zero at a finite short distance (of
about 20 �m in the considered cases) from the rear sur-
face, at least during the acceleration of the most energetic
ions. A related problem is that in Refs. [4,5,14], the self-
consistent electrostatic potential diverges to �1 at large
distance from the target, which introduces the need of
defining artificially a finite acceleration time and/or limited
region over which the acceleration is effective. As a con-
sequence, the fitted acceleration times, assumed equal or
directly related to the laser pulse duration �L [13,16],
usually do not correspond to the physical times over which
ion acceleration takes place when �L < 100 fs, which has
become a quite usual experimental condition. For these
regimes, ad hoc fittings are required [17]. The basic idea of
this Letter is that only those electrons, which are bound in
the overall positive potential created by the lattice ions and
by themselves, participate to the formation of the quasi-
stationary electron cloud, while the most energetic elec-
trons overcome the potential barrier and are lost by the
system [7,18,19]. As we shall see, the correct inclusion of
the bound electrons only in the Poisson equation removes
all the above mentioned problems, leading all physical
quantities to become zero at a finite distance from the
rear surface. Our model, whose principle has been dis-
cussed in Refs. [7,20] for the nonrelativistic case, p �
mc, is now extended to the ultrarelativistic case in order to
be applied to present experimental situations. Its predic-
tions have been compared with the maximum ion energies
and spectra observed in recent experiments, characterized
by different regimes, with overall satisfactory agreement. It
has also been used to predict the achievable ion parameters
with future powerful lasers.
Assume a uniform ion distribution in the interval �d �

x � 0, representing the target lattice of finite extent d.
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Ideally, an ultraintense laser is shot onto the front surface,
at x ¼ �d, where it produces a hot electron population
which expands freely through the foil and appears at the
rear surface, x ¼ 0, where it achieves a quasisteady equi-
librium for a time of the order of hundreds of femtosec-
onds, before the first proton- (or more generally ion-) layer
starts being accelerated into the half space x > 0 and
before electron cooling takes place. We expect that hot
electrons with negative total energy W, that is with
�e�ðxÞ<W < 0, remain close to the rear surface x ¼ 0
(that is are ‘‘bound’’ or ‘‘trapped’’) thus forming a nega-
tively charged hot electron cloud extending outside of the
target. On the contrary, the most energetic electrons
(‘‘free’’ electrons with W > 0), are lost by the system
[18,19,21] and do not contribute to the ion acceleration.
Our aim is to describe this quasistationary state at the rear
surface, looking for a stationary solution of the Poisson
equation. Note that the properties induced by the trapped
electrons have recently received great attention for their
role in the spatial control of the ion beam [21]. Consider
the one-dimensional Maxwell-Jüttner relativistic electron
distribution function (EDF) in the self-consistent electro-
static potential �ðxÞ, Feðx; pÞ ¼ ~n=½2mcK1ð�Þ��
exp½�ðW þmc2Þ=T�, where W ¼ mc2ð�� 1Þ � e�, T
is the hot electron temperature, K1ð�Þ is the MacDonald
function of 1st order and argument � ¼ mc2=T, m the rest
electron mass, e the modulus of the electron charge, c the

speed of light, � ¼ ð1þ p2=m2c2Þ1=2, and the EDF has
been normalized to the density ~n by integrating over
�1< p<þ1. In x � 0 the source in the Poisson equa-
tion is given by the bound electron charge density

nbðxÞ ¼
Z
W<0

Feðx; pÞdp; (1)

where the integration extends over the negative energies
only. To proceed analytically, we assume that at suffi-
ciently large laser intensities the EDF can be well approxi-
mated by its ultrarelativistic limit. Therefore, we consider
the inequality p=mc � 1, leading to a simplified expres-
sion of the EDF,

Feðx; pÞ � ~n

2mcK1ð�Þ exp
�
� cjpj � e�

T

�
: (2)

The ‘‘bound’’ electron density is consistently calculated by
integrating Eq. (2) over 0< jpj< e�=c, which gives

nbðxÞ ¼ ~nT

mc2K1

�
exp

�
e�

T

�
� 1

�
: (3)

Let us introduce the following dimensionless variables:
� ¼ x=�D, ’ ¼ e�=T, where �2

D ¼ mc2K1=ð4�~ne2Þ.
The Poisson equation for � � 0 can be integrated once
giving

d’

d�
¼ � ffiffiffi

2
p ðe’ � ’� 1Þ1=2; (4)

here the constant has been determined by imposing that a ~�

exists where ’ð~�Þ ¼ ’0 ¼ ’00 ¼ 0. A further integration
gives the implicit relation between ’ and �:

Z ’ð�Þ

’0

d’

ðe’ � ’� 1Þ1=2 ¼ � ffiffiffi
2

p
�; (5)

where’0 ¼ ’ð� ¼ 0Þ. For j’ð�Þj � 1, that is far from the
rear surface, Eq. (5) gives ’ð�Þ � ’0e

��, which should go
continuously into that discussed in Ref. [7] for the non-
relativistic case, had the exact form of the EDF been used.
The analysis in Ref. [7] predicts a finite spatial extent of the

electron cloud (~� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
6

ffiffiffiffi
�

pp
’1=4

0 ), in quantitative agreement

with experimental observations [15]. In the opposite limit

j’ð�Þj � 1, occurring close to � ¼ 0, ’ð�Þ � ’0 �
2 ln½1þ �=

ffiffiffi
2

p
expð’0=2Þ�. From Eq. (4), the normalized

electric field at � ¼ 0 can be calculated as E ¼
½2 expð’0

2 Þ�=½
ffiffiffi
2

p þ � expð’0

2 Þ�. The implicit solution of

Eq. (5) depends on the ’0, that can be determined by
solving the Poisson equation in the target, for � < 0, and
imposing the continuity of ’ and of ’0 at � ¼ 0.
For x < 0 the net charge density is ne � Zni. Generally

speaking, besides the hot electron population nb and the
full ion species, a cold electron species nc is also present
which will be considered at zero temperature. The electric
field source is nb � ðZni � ncÞ, where the content of the
parenthesis is assumed as a given constant. The Poisson
equation then writes

d2’<

d�2
¼ e’

< � 1� B; (6)

where ’< represents the normalized potential for � < 0,
and B ¼ ðZni � ncÞ=ðT~n=mc2K1Þ. We assume that, far
from � ¼ 0 inside the target, the plasma becomes locally
quasineutral, so that B ffi e’
 � 1, where ’
 ¼ ’<ð� ¼
��d ¼ �d=�DÞ. By integrating once Eq. (6) we get

d’<

dx
¼ � ffiffiffi

2
p ½e’< þ e’
ð’ 
 �1� ’<Þ�1=2; (7)

where the condition of E ¼ 0 at � ¼ ��d has been im-
posed. Equating the expressions of the electric field at � ¼
0 from Eqs. (4) and (7) determines a relation between ’0

and ’ 
 , that is

’0 ¼ e’
ð’ 
 �1Þ þ 1

e’
 � 1
: (8)

The electrostatic potential is fully determined from Eq. (5)
once’
 is given. If a test ion of charge Z is placed at rest at
� ¼ 0, it is accelerated up to a maximum kinetic energy
	i;max ¼ Z’0 ¼ Emod

i =T. Assume that a small number of

ions at rest, with constant surface density Ni, are distrib-
uted uniformly in a thin layer placed in 0 � � � 
�, with

� � �d; their volume density is n�ð�Þ ¼ ðNi=
�Þ�
½Hð�Þ �Hð�� 
�Þ�. The ion energy distribution after
crossing the hot electron cloud is
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n	ð	Þ ¼
n�ð�Þ
d	=d�

¼ Ni


	

ðe	0=Z � 	0
Z � 1Þ1=2

ðe	=Z � 	
Z � 1Þ1=2 Sð	Þ; (9)

where Sð	Þ ¼ Hð	� 	0Þ �Hð	� 	0 � 
	Þ is a combina-
tion of Heaviside functions, 	 ¼ Z’, 
	 ¼ Z
’, and

’ � ’0 is assumed. The quantity ’
 represents the
normalized maximum electron energy of the laser pro-
duced trapped electrons 	e;max ¼ Ke;max=T. It depends on
the physics of the laser-electron coupling, a problem which
is out of the scope of the present analysis. Alternatively, it
can be related to experimental data, or taken from suitable
numerical simulations, or determined on physical ground.
Here, we propose a scaling law relating 	e;max with EL,

based on the analysis of published results [22]:

	e;max ¼ Ke;max

T
� Aþ B ln½ELðJÞ�; (10)

where A ¼ 4:8 and B ¼ 0:8. Equation (8) is used to infer
Ke;max from the observed maximum ion energy. This pro-

cedure leads to Eq. (10), which, together with Eqs. (8) and
(9), allows one to make predictions for future experiments.
In Table I a collection of examples from various published

experiments, characterized by different laser parameters, is
presented, comparing the maximum observed proton en-
ergies Emea

pr with the predictions of our model Emod
pr (in

MeV). ELðJÞ, �LðfsÞ, ILðWcm�2Þ, and Emea
pr for each case,

together with Emod
pr and �E=E ¼ jEmod

pr � Emea
pr j=Emea

pr are

shown. T is estimated on the basis of the ponderomotive
expression [3]. The agreement is always satisfactory, the
relative error staying below 10% in most cases. It is worth
noting how the physical behavior emerging from so differ-
ent laser parameters (0:1< EL < 500 J, 40< �L <
900 fs, 3� 1018 < IL < 3� 1020 W cm�2) is satisfacto-
rily captured within our theoretical model.
Equations (9) and (10) have been also used to calculate,

for three different experimental arrangements, the proton
energy spectra resulting from the acceleration of a 50 nm
thin proton layer of diameter D ¼ 2R ¼ fL þ d tan� (fL
and � are the focal spot diameter and the divergence angle
of the electrons crossing the target) and density equal to
�� 1022 cm�3 (� is of the order of unity and depends on
the particular experimental conditions), located at rest on
the rear surface. Two high laser intensity experiments
[1,23] and a relatively low intensity one [28] have been
considered. In Fig. 1, the ion energy spectra taken from
Refs. [1] (a), [23] (b), and [28] (c), with the spectra
obtained from Eq. (9) superimposed, are presented. It can
be seen how both the maximum proton energies Epr and the

upper energy cutoff in the spectra are well reproduced. To
further test the generality of the theory, we considered also
recent results about acceleration of a quasimonoenergetic
beam of C ions [31]. We obtained satisfactory agreement
both for the maximum energy (theory: 33 MeV, experi-
ment: 36 MeV) and for the ion spectrum (not shown).
A particularly interesting situation is provided by very

recent experimental results showing new features about
TNSA, arising when ultrahigh contrast (UHC) pulses are
used [32,33]. For UHC >1010, it becomes possible to use
ultrathin targets in the sub-�m range. In such systems a
significant enhancement in the maximum ion energy has
been observed, compared to what can be obtained with the

TABLE I. The main laser and proton parameters introduced in
the text are collected from several published data. For relatively
long laser pulses, i.e., �L ¼ 0:5 ps [1], 0.7 ps [23], 0.9 ps [24],
� ¼ 1 �m; otherwise, � ¼ 0:8 �m.

Ref. EL �L IL Emea
pr Emod

pr �E=E

[1] 500 500 3� 1020 58 61, 7 6.5%

[23] 400 700 2� 1020 44 48.6 10%

[25] 10 100 1� 1020 24 21.9 8.9%

[26] 0.84 40 6� 1019 9.5 8.5 10%

[27] 0.6 150 1� 1019 2.5 2.4 4.8%

[27] 0.85 150 1:5� 1019 4 3.4 15%

[28] 0.25 70 3� 1018 0.88 0.78 11%

[24] 50 900 5� 1019 18 18.1 <1%
[29] 0.1 60 6:8� 1018 1.2 1.12 6.6%

[30] 0.2 60 7� 1018 1.5 1.39 7.3%

FIG. 1 (color online). Proton energy spectra n	 vs 	 (in MeV, color lines) from Eq. (9) superimposed to measured spectra taken from
Refs. [1] (a), [23] (b), and [28] (c). See the original references for details about the measured spectra. The estimated values of Ke;max

are 68.8 MeV (a), 54.3 MeV (b), 1.03 MeV (c), respectively.
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same pulses without UHC. Numerical simulations show an
increase of the maximum and mean hot electron energy
produced in conditions of UHC. We used the numerical
values contained in Fig. 4 of Ref. [32] (Ke;max �
3:2 MeV), and from Eq. (8) a value of Emod

pr � 2:9 MeV

is obtained, in excellent agreement with experiments and
numerical simulations (see Fig. 5 in Ref. [32]). Moreover,
taking from Fig. 4 of Ref. [32] the numerical results about
the hot electron population without UHC (Ke;max �
1:8 MeV), we obtain a maximum proton energy of
1.5 MeV, still in satisfactory agreement with various evi-
dences with similar parameters (see, e.g., Refs. [28–30]
and Table I). The agreements obtained are particularly
convincing since in these cases no fitting parameter has
been exploited. Wewish to stress that measurements of fast
trapped electron properties (T and Ke;max) would be pre-

cious to help further testing. The model has been also
applied to predict the laser parameters necessary to achieve
a proton acceleration up to 250–300 MeV, of interest for
hadron therapy [34]. In Fig. 2, the curves at constant
maximum proton energy, Epr, in the plane (IL�

2; EL) are

shown from 100 MeVup to 300 MeV. Epr ¼ 250 MeV can

be produced for different combinations of parameters. A
possibility is (7� 1021 W�m2=cm2, 50 J); assuming � ¼
0:8 �m (Ti:Sa system) and EL uniformly contained in a
spot with fL ¼ 7 �m, this corresponds to a pulse with
�L ¼ 5 fs, IL ¼ 1� 1022 W=cm2, and therefore a 10 PW
system. If 1010 particles per pulse can be used, a repetition
rate of about 5 Hz is needed to meet the requirement of
10 nA current. It is interesting to note that these parameters
are not so far from already commercially available systems
[35]. These requirements could be possibly relaxed using
UHC pulses, as previously described.

In conclusion, we have developed a theoretical model of
the early stages of the TNSA process, suitable for the

description of the high energy part of the spectrum of the
laser-accelerated ions. We have shown, by direct compari-
son with available experimental and numerical data, rang-
ing over wide intervals of laser and plasma parameters, that
this theory is able to correctly predict important physical
properties of the acceleration process, such as the spatial
profile of the quasistatic accelerating field and the relation
between the characteristics of the hot electrons and those of
the accelerated ions. The reliability of the model is further
demonstrated by its capability of properly interpreting new
features of TNSA, such as those arising from the use of
UHC laser pulses.
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FIG. 2. The curves at constant Emod
pr (in MeV) are plotted in the

(IL�
2; EL) plane, in units (W�m2 cm�2; J).
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